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ABSTRACT

One of the fundamental issues in computer science is Sorting. Even though there are a vast number of sorting
algorithms to sort the given data, still the problem of sorting has become a major hurdle in research. Even to
optimize other algorithms, a well-organized sorting is very important. There are a number of methods to measure
the efficiency of the sorting algorithms, but we cannot approximately come to a conclusion that which algorithm is
the best, because each has its own advantages and drawbacks. In this paper, a novel sorting algorithm named
schematize sorting is proposed which uses only assignments and comparison operations to sort the given elements.
This algorithm is efficient when compared with bubble, novel, insertion and selection sorting methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of information in the world is to search data in connection to this information. It should
be ordered based on some property and it was estimated that more than half the time on many commercial
computers was spent in sorting. Fortunately this is no longer going to exist as many classy methods have
been developed for organizing data in a sorted order. Many sorting algorithms make use of various techniques
to accomplish the sorting task[1-2]. The performance of the algorithm can be measured in number of ways.
Few of them are listed below [3-4].

a. Memory usage

b. Recursion.

c. Stability

d. Real execution time

e. Computational complexity of element comparisons.

The proposed method uses comparison and assignments only. So while evaluating performance of the
algorithm only these operations are considered. The time taken by an algorithm to execute depends on a
number of factors [5-6]

i. Speed of the Processor used

ii. RAM capacity

iii. Operating system

iv. number of statements and quality of the statements

v. Programming language used

vi. Compiler used etc
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The execution time of the algorithm also depends on the number of inversions in the given data.

Inversion: Let x
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 be a permutation of the set {1, 2, …..., n}. If i < j and x
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. The

pair (x
i
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j
) is called an inversion of the permutation [7].

Divide and conquer method is used in proposed algorithm. The divide and conquer strategy uses following
methods to solve problem

i. Breaking (sub) problem into sub(sub) problems that are themselves smaller instances of the same
type of (sub)problem.

ii. Solve these sub problems recursively.

iii. Combining the answers of sub problems to get final solution to the given problem.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

A key element is randomly selected from the list of elements and it is compared with other elements. If
the element is less than the key element keep it in the left list, if the element is equal to key element
increment the count value of the key otherwise keep it in the right list. Continue this process until both
left and right list elements are in sorted order or contain only one element. Additional memory is used to
store intermediate results.

For example consider the list of elements: 8 6 7 4 2 9 6 4 2 5

First select on the element as key element say 4

Now compare elements of the list with selected key element

8 compared with 4, 8 greater than 4 so this element kept in right sub list : left list empty, right list {8}, count
= 0

6 compared with 4, 6 greater than 4 so this element kept in right sub list: left list empty, right list {6,8},
count = 0

7 compared with 4, 7 greater than 4 so this element kept in right sub list: left list empty, right list {7,6,8},
count = 0

4 compared with 4, 4 equal to 4 so count value is incremented by one: left list empty, right list {7,6,8},
count = 1

2 compared with 4, 2 less than 4 so this element kept in left sub list: left list {2}, right list {7,6,8}, count = 1

9 compared with 4, 9 greater than 4 so this element kept in right sub list: left list {2}, right list {9,7,6,8},
count = 1

6 compared with 4, 6 greater than 4 so this element kept in right sub list: left list {2}, right list {6,9,7,6,8},
count = 1

4 compared with 4, 4 equal to 4 so count value is incremented by one: left list {2}, right list {6,9,7,6,8},
count = 2

2 compared with 4, 2 less than 4 so this element kept in left sub list left list {2,2}, right list {6,9,7,6,8},
count = 2

5 compared with 4, 5 greater than 4 so this element kept in right sub list: left list {2,2}, right list {5,6,9,7,6,8},
count = 2
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Once all the elements are compared with key elements we have two sub lists of elements, one list
contain the elements less than key and other list contain elements greater than key and count value indicated
number of values equal to key. At this stage the correct position of the key element is determined either
based on number of elements in the left list or based on the right list. The position of the key is number of
elements in left list plus one.

Now apply the same procedure to both sub lists until all the elements are in sorted order.

3. ALGORITHM

3.1 Sort(a[],l,h)

Input: a[] is an array of elements, l is lower bound(index) of elements in the list, h is the upper bound(index)
for the list of element

Output: array of sorted elementsoutput[]

Step 1: Set count = 0, low = l, high = h, j = 0,k = h

Step 2: Select one element randomly from the list of elements mark it as key element

Step 3: Compare elements of the array a starting from a[low] to a[high] and perform the following
operations.

a. If element of array less than key element then b[j] = array element, j++

b. If element of array greater than key element b[h] = array element, h—

c. If element equal to key count = count +1;

Step 4: Repeat step5 for k=0 to count where step size = 1

Step 5: Output [l + j + k] = key

Step 6: Test the elements in the left sub list

i. if j = 0 no elements, no operation is required

ii. if j = 1 only one element is there, keep this element in output [l] = b[0]

iii. if j>2 then call the sort algorithm with parameter array b, left index 0, right index j—1

Step 7: Test the elements in the right sub list

i. if k-h = 0 no elements, no operation is required

ii. if k-h = 1 only one element is there, keep this element in output [h] = b[h]

iii. if k-h>1 then call the sort algorithm with parameter array b, left index k + 1, right index h

4. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS

4.1. Best case [8-12]

The best case is the one in which list of elements are divided into two equal sub lists. This is true for all key
elements.

The number of elements is n

The number of levels possible m = log
2
 n

The time complexity in best case is O(nlogn)
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4.2. Unfavourable case

The least case is one in which except key element, all other elements kept in left list only or kept in right list
only. This is true for all the key elements in list.

The list of elements n

In first iteration one element is selected as key, the rest of the elements i.e. n-1 belong to one set. The
same procedure is repeated for n-1 elements.

The unfavorable case complexity is O(n2)

5. RESULTS

The best case time complexity of proposed sorting algorithm is O(nlogn) and in worst case O(n2). Number
of experiments were conducted to compare the actual run time. The set of same elements is used for all
algorithms. The execution times are given in table 1 and corresponding graphs given in graphs 1 and 2. The
space complexity of proposed sorting the algorithm is O(n).

Table 1
Average execution times of Bubble, Novel, Insertion,

Selection and proposed sorting method

Algorithm/No.of Elements 1000 5000 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 100000 200000

Bubble sort 4.42 90.3 359.68 1457.76 3525.34 6536.56 10311.56 36234.0 162110.0

Novel sorting method 17.44 61.8 199.12 770.04 1791.92 3104.36 4859.96 17469.0 87484.0

Selection sort 0.0 47.0 156.0 562.0 1250.0 2563.0 4000.0 16062.0 65531.0

Insertion sort 0.0 16. 0 62.0 265.0 594.0 1125.0 1766.0 7047.0 30094.0

Schematize sorting 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 47.0

Figure 1: Bar Graph drawn for
execution times
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6. CONCLUSION

To provide more proficient sorting, a new sorting algorithm was proposed in this paper. This algorithm is
easy to understand and implement. This algorithm requires additional space to store intermediate results
and to store the final output. It does not require any complex strategy to implement algorithm but requires
intelligent methods to save memory.
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Figure 2: Line Graph drawn for execution times




